Predicting climate change impacts on animal communities requires knowledge of how physiological effects are mediated by ecological interactions. Food-dependent growth and within-species size variation depend on temperature and affect community dynamics through feedbacks between individual performance and population size structure. Still, we know little about how warming affects these feedbacks. Using a dynamic stage-structured biomass model with food-, size-and temperature-dependent life history processes, we analyse how temperature affects coexistence, stability and size structure in a tri-trophic food chain, and find that warming effects on community stability depend on ecological interactions. Predator biomass densities generally decline with warminggradually or through collapsesdepending on which consumer life stage predators feed on. Collapses occur when warming induces alternative stable states via Allee effects. This suggests that predator persistence in warmer climates may be lower than previously acknowledged and that effects of warming on food web stability largely depend on species interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Predicting the impacts of climate change on natural food webs requires mechanistic understanding of organisms' physiological responses to warming and how these translate to the population and community level. An individual's metabolism, and related ecological traits including feeding, mortality and population growth rate, depend strongly on body size and temperature Savage et al. 2004) . Mechanistic models based on metabolic scaling theory have increased our understanding of how warming affects populations and communities in terms of (1) community size structure (Blanchard et al. 2012; O'Gorman et al. 2017) , (2) strength of trophic interactions (Rall et al. 2010; Vucic-Pestic et al. 2011) , (3) food chain length (Rall et al. 2010; Fussmann et al. 2014 ) and (4) stability (Uszko et al. 2017) . The effects of temperature on (2)-(4) can largely be predicted from the relative temperature sensitivity of biomass gains (feeding) and losses (metabolism, mortality)hereafter referred to as energetic efficiencyin combination with the resource carrying capacity (Uszko et al. 2017) . Specifically, increased energetic efficiency with temperature is generally predicted to have a destabilising effect on communities and decreased efficiency a stabilising effect, followed by predator extinction from starvation (Uszko et al. 2017) . However, while these insights stem from mechanistic models that are typically based on body size dependence of individual-level processes, two fundamental aspects of body size are commonly overlooked when modelling effects of warming on populations and communities. First, the combination of within-species size variation and food-dependent life history processes (e.g. growth, development and reproduction) generates feedbacks between size structure and individual performance, ultimately affecting community dynamics . Second, the effects of warming differ between individuals, depending on life history stage and body size (Angilletta & Dunham 2003; P€ ortner & Farrell 2008) . Therefore, we need to account for variation in body size within-and between-species to better understand the potential effects of warming on food web structure and stability (Ohlberger 2013) .
Within-species size variation is not only universal in natural systems, but has major implications for the stability and structure of populations and communities because it leads to differences (asymmetry) in net biomass production between individuals of different sizes (De Roos et al. 2003b; . This asymmetry means that the least energy efficient life stage forms a bottleneck for population growth, which can lead to phenomena such as biomass overcompensationan often life stage specific increase in standing stock biomass with mortality ). This occurs when mortality leads to higher biomass production (greater than losses through mortality) of a life stage due to the increased resource availability. Biomass overcompensation has been identified empirically in several studies Schr€ oder et al. 2009 Schr€ oder et al. , 2014 Huss & Nilsson 2011; Ohlberger et al. 2011b ). In the case of predation mortality, predators can thus cultivate biomass density of their own food source by inducing overcompensation in the prey, which can lead to an emergent Allee effect and alternative stable states when predator persistence relies on prey overcompensation (De Roos & Persson 2002; De Roos et al. 2003a) . Emergent Allee effects refer to a positive relationship between per capita predator population growth rate and their population density (Allee effect) that emerges from individual-level assumptions, such as sizescaling of feeding rates and maintenance costs, instead of predefined population dynamics. As a consequence, predator populations may be exposed to risks of collapses from, for example fishing mortality, from which they may not recover (De Roos & Persson 2002) . Emergent Allee effects via food-dependent body growth have been demonstrated in a natural whole-lake experiment, where an overharvested predator population (brown trout, Salmo trutta, L.) could not control the size distribution of its then stunted prey (Arctic charr, Salvelinus alpinus, L.). Culling of the stunted prey led to increases in juvenile prey on which predators fed, which shifted the community to a state where abundant predators kept the prey from a stunted state . The same mechanism has also been proposed to explain the lack of recovery of overfished Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua, L.) stocks, despite reduced fishing pressures (De Roos & Persson 2002; van Leeuwen et al. 2008; G ardmark et al. 2015) . As food-and size-dependent body growth and within-species size variation are important for understanding dynamics of ecological communities, they are also key factors determining the effects of climate change on food webs.
Body size also shapes the effects of warming on individuals, and this interactive effect is possibly stronger in aquatic compared to terrestrial systems (P€ ortner & Farrell 2008; Forster et al. 2012; Horne et al. 2015; Lindmark et al. 2018) . Lines of evidence that support size-dependent temperature effects include directional changes in size composition towards smaller, energetically more efficient individuals (Yvon-Durocher et al. 2011; Reuman et al. 2014; Malerba et al. 2018) , the across taxa observation that size at maturity declines with warming (temperaturesize rule, TSR) (Atkinson 1994) , and that optimum temperatures for growth decrease with size (Kar as & Thoresson 1992; Bj€ ornsson & Steinarsson 2002) . Despite the observational evidence of various temperature-size interactions, only recently have the dynamical consequences of such interactions in warming environments been explored (Ohlberger et al. 2011a; Osmond et al. 2017; Sentis et al. 2017; Lindmark et al. 2018) . Theoretical studies suggest that community persistence (in terms of food chain length) generally increases if body sizes decrease in warmer environments, due to weakened interaction strengths between species (Sentis et al. 2017) . Smaller mean body sizes can also increase stability (return times) and thus resilience of consumerresource systems, which could buffer against extinctions (Osmond et al. 2017) . However, it is not known whether the effect of temperature-size interactions on stability and persistence holds when the change in size (or performance of a given size or life stage) with temperature depends on feedbacks between direct temperature effects, food availability via species interactions and population size structure. This limits our ability to predict how climate change impacts food chains and food webs.
Here we show how within-and between-species interactions mediate the direct physiological effects of warming on the stability and coexistence of a tri-trophic food chain, using a dynamic stage-structured biomass model with temperaturedependent vital rates. Our analyses generated novel predictions on community responses to changing temperatures that are due to food-dependent life history processes and species interactions; (i) whether warming stabilises or destabilises communities depends on the life stage preference of the predator, stage structure in the consumer and the current temperature; (ii) warming can cause non-gradual declines (collapses) in predator populations due to Allee effects, which also induce alternative stable states in which predators are either present or go extinct; (iii) increased energetic costs of being large in a warmer environment reduce the scope for predator persistence and the average community body size. These previously unrecognised temperature responses highlight that fooddependent life history processes and species interactions mediate the direct effects of warming on the dynamics and structure of ecological communities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Modelling framework
We used a stage-structured biomass model (eqns 1-4) (De Roos et al. 2008) , which is derived fromand under equilibrium conditions exactly representsa size-structured population model with a continuous size distribution (Metz & Diekmann 1986) . Biomass production (used for growth, development and reproduction) is food-dependent and hence mediated by ecological interactions via exploitation of shared resources. The model is an extension of the temperature-dependent consumer-resource model used in Lindmark et al. (2018) . This model is empirically parameterised to represent a stage-structured (juveniles and adults) consumer zooplanktivorous fish (common roach, Rutilus rutilus L.) and its zooplankton prey (Daphnia sp.), here with a stage-selective top predator (pike, Esox Lucius L.) feeding on the intermediate consumer. We refer to this model as the 'empirical' model. To generalise our findings with respect to the stage structure of the consumer population, we also analysed the same model (eqns 1-4) using the original parameterisation and formulation ) to which we added temperature dependence. This parameterisation is more phenomenological, as the type of asymmetry is determined with a single parameter (q). We therefore refer to this as the 'generic' model. We present results from analyses using both parameterisations in the main text. The empirical model is described below and in Appendix S1, where we also describe the generic parameterisation.
Juvenile and adult consumers and predators are characterised by a representative body size (c. 4 g, c. 30 g and c. 640 g respectively), which are used to calculate their average mass-specific rates of metabolism, maximum ingestion, attack and background mortality (Appendix S1). Asymmetrical competition between life stages in the consumer population arises from differences in body size and thus energetic performance. The state variables are biomass densities [g m À3 ] of a basal resource (R), juvenile (J) and adult (A) consumers feeding on the resource, and a predator (P) feeding with varied preference on the consumer life stages (eqns 1-4):
Most terms in eqns 1-4 are functions of body size, temperature and the basal resource and are described below and in Appendix S1 Table S1-S2.
We assume that the basal resource grows according to semi-chemostat dynamics (Persson et al. 1998) , with temperature-dependent turnover rate (d) and maximum density (R max;T19 ). Juvenile biomass increases with adult reproduction (v þ A ). The + -superscript refers to positive values of biomass production such that reproduction and maturation only occur when biomass is produced, which ensures that starvation (i.e. when v J,A < 0) in one life stage does not reduce biomass of the other life stage. However, since we analyse equilibrium dynamics, starvation is not possible. Juvenile biomass is lost through maturation (c) into the adult stage and mortality, l J (sum of background and predation mortality) and gained by reproduction (v þ A ). Adult biomass is gained through maturation (c) and lost by predation and background mortality (l A ). We assume that juveniles invest all biomass into growth and development, whereas adults spend all their energy on reproduction and hence do not grow in size (De Roos et al. 2008) .
The net biomass production of consumers and predators (v J,A,P ) is the difference between ingested energy, scaled with assimilation efficiency r C;P (Appendix S1, Table S1-S2), and metabolic costs (M J,A,P ). Ingestion follows a Holling type II functional response (Holling 1959) for consumers and predators, with size-and temperature-dependent functions describing maximum ingestion (I max,J,A,P ) and attack rate (a J,A,P ). We vary the feeding preference of predators by scaling their encounter rate of juveniles with parameter p and of adults with 1Àp (i.e. p = 1 means juvenile selective predator, and p = 0 means adult selective predator). The predator population is unstructured and its dynamics are therefore determined by its net biomass production (m P ) and losses due to background mortality l P . These rates are calculated based on its representative size, which was chosen to give equal attack rates on both consumer life stages given published size-dependent attack rate functions (Appendix 1, Fig. S1 ).
Size-and temperature dependence of vital rates
Temperature dependence is achieved by multiplying allometric functions of individual-level rates (at reference temperature, T 0 , 19°C) with a Boltzmann-Arrhenius function, scaled to equal 1 at 19°C (Appendix S1). The Boltzmann-Arrhenius function is
is the activation energy of rate or parameter Y (Gillooly et al. 2001). These temperature-dependent rates and parameters (Y) include: metabolism (M J,A,P ), functional response parameters attack rate (a J,A,P ) and maximum ingestion rate (I max,J,A,P ), basal resource turnover rate (d), maximum resource density (R max;T19 ) and background mortality (l J,A,P ).
We considered two contrasting scenarios of temperature dependence of the maximum basal resource density (R max;T19 ), based on mass conservation and metabolic scaling principles (Gilbert et al. 2014; Bernhardt et al. 2018 ): no effect of temperature on R max;T19 (E R max ¼ 0), or R max;T19 declining with temperature at the same rate as turnover rate increases (E R max ¼ ÀE d ¼ À0:43 [eV]) (see Appendix S1, Table S5 -S6 for other values, including positive effects). We also relax the assumption of the metabolic theory of ecology ) of independent effects of body size and temperature, by adding a linear temperature dependence (c) to the exponent of metabolic rate, such that
where r M is the temperature scaling factor for metabolism, q 1 is the normalisation constant, m J,A,P is mass and q 0 2 is the allometric exponent at T 0 , and c determines whether metabolism increases faster with temperature for large relative to small individuals (c > 0), or vice versa (c < 0) (Appendix S1, Fig. S2 ). This linear form of temperature-size interaction has been shown within species and we assume that both consumers and predators have the same c by default (but see Appendix S1, Fig. S11 ), but acknowledge that it can vary considerably between species (Ohlberger et al. 2012; Lindmark et al. 2018) . A steeper size scaling of metabolism with body size at higher temperatures (c > 0), all else equal, leads to a steeper scaling of the critical resource density needed to meet metabolic demands (R crit ) with body size (Appendix S1, Fig. S2 ). Therefore, c > 0 results in reduced growth performance for larger individuals in warmer environments, as also suggested by Messmer et al. (2016) .
Analyses
We analysed equilibrium biomass densities and bifurcations by performing equilibrium continuations using the MATLAB (MATLAB 2014) package MATCONT GUI (Dhooge et al. 2008) , and use the same terminology for invasion/persistence as De Roos & Persson (2013). Minimum and maximum of limit cycles were also calculated by running time integrations until equilibrium for selected parameters. We tested the robustness of our results by systematically varying parameter values and by using a temperature-dependent version of the generic, simpler model formulation (De Roos et al. 2008) . Model files, instructions for viewing and implementing the model in MATCONT, and R-scripts to reproduce the main figures with simulated data have been deposited on https:// github.com/maxlindmark/Temperature_Allee (Appendix S2 is a copy of this repository). R version 3.5 (R Core Team 2018) was used to create figures.
RESULTS
Stability and coexistence over temperature depend on predator preference
Whether warming stabilises or destabilises the food chain, and causes predator extinction, depends on which life stage the predator feeds on (Figs 1 and 3) . This is due to feedbacks between predation mortality and stage-structure in the consumer. In the absence of predation, juvenile consumers are competitively superior to adult consumers, because they require lower resource densities to meet basic metabolic demands (Appendix S1, Fig. S2 ). At equilibrium, the reproductive output by adults is therefore limiting the growth of the population and the adult life stage is a bottleneck. This leads to a potential for biomass overcompensation in response to mortality in juveniles, as mortality increases basal resource levels, which adults can exploit to increase their net biomass production and therefore reproduction (see 'Introduction'; Appendix S1, Table S4 ).
When predators are present and feed mainly on juveniles, the production of juvenile biomass can increase more than what is consumed by the predator (Appendix S1, Section 3). Such biomass overcompensation can ensure predator persistence at higher temperatures, even when they cannot invade a stable consumer-resource system. These differences in persistence and invasion boundaries over temperature lead to emergent community bistability. The cause of this warminginduced bistability is that the consumer's top down control of the basal resource increases with temperature, causing the predator population to decline as less biomass is transferred to the top of the food chain. Eventually, predators fall below a critical level where they cannot invade a stable consumerresource system. However, predation-induced biomass overcompensation in the consumer can still allow for persistence if predators are abundant to begin with. For the empirical model using default parameters, this means predator persistence is possible for all temperatures below c. 33°C, while invasion is only possible below c. 22°C (Fig. 1h ). By contrast, when predators feed with equal intensity on both life stages, they never depend on predation-induced biomass overcompensation to persist and hence warming does not induce bistability ( Fig. 1a-d) . Warming can thus have both stabilising effects, by replacing cyclic dynamics with fixed point dynamics ('inverse enrichment cycles', Fig. 1a-d) , and destabilising effects, by inducing alternative stable states ( Fig. 1e-h) .
Varying temperature-scaling scenarios
Warming-induced alternative stable states emerge both when maximum density of the basal resource is temperature-independent (E Rmax ¼ 0) and when it declines with temperature (E Rmax ¼ À0:43) for most of the R max,T19 values analysed at reference temperature, 19°C (Fig. 2 ; see Appendix S1, Fig. S7 for biomass densities). However, R max regulates predator biomass density such that both R max and its temperature dependence affect at which specific temperature transitions between different types of dynamics occur, and higher R max favours predator persistence. They also affect food chain structure, such that predator persistence decreases faster with warming when R max declines with temperature (E R max ¼ À0:43) ( Fig. 2b  and d ). Figure 1 Effects of warming on food chain stability depend on ecological interactions. Equilibrium biomass densities of the resource (a and e), consumer life stages (b, c, f and g) and predator (d and h) as a function of temperature, given a predator feeding with equal intensity on both life stages (a-d) (p = 0.5) or exclusively on juveniles (e-h) (p = 1). Black lines (full and dashed) are stable equilibria and red thin lines are unstable equilibria (connecting the two stable branches in the bistable region), which separate the two stable equilibria when there are alternative stable states. Maximum and minimum biomass density of a stable limit cycle is shown with points (top row below c. 12°C). Alternative stable states, where predators are either extinct or abundant, occur between c. 22 and 33°C (e-h). Note the different scales on the y-axes and the logarithmic y-axis for resources densities. E Rmax ¼ À0:43, all other parameters have default values (Appendix S1, Table S2 ).
When temperature affects the size dependence of metabolic rate (c > 0), energetic costs increase faster with warming in large compared to small individuals. Therefore, the food density needed for a consumer or predator to grow (R crit ) has a steeper scaling with body size compared to scenarios assuming independent effects of temperature and body size (Appendix S1, Fig. S2 ). In these scenarios ( Fig. 2c and d) , predators go extinct at lower temperatures than if there is no temperature-size interaction ( Fig. 2a and b) . This is because c > 0 leads to reduced reproductive output and thus a lower juvenile to adult biomass ratio (Appendix S1, Fig. S5 ). Therefore, temperature-size interactions here negatively affect predators that feed predominantly on juveniles via two mechanisms: reductions in prey availability due to shifts in the stage structure of the consumer, and increased metabolic costs. Consequently, a predator species feeding on both consumer life stages can persist at higher temperatures than a predator specialised on juveniles in the empirical parameterisation (Appendix S1, Fig. S10 and 11) .
Predator biomass declines with warming, and eventually causes predator extinction, in most temperature-scaling scenarios (Figs 1-3 , Appendix S1, Table S5 -S6). This decline can be gradual or in the form of a collapse, depending on which consumer life stage the predator mainly feeds on. However, a few specific scenarios can lead to increases in predator biomass density over temperature. For this to occur, R max must not decrease with temperature, resource turnover rate must increase faster with temperature than metabolic and feeding rates, and energetic efficiencies must not decline with temperature (i.e.E I ! E M;l ) (Appendix S1, Table S5 -S6).
Generalising the model: effect of asymmetry in net biomass production of consumer life stages
How stage-specific predation affects the stability-persistence relationship with temperature depends on the specific type of asymmetry in net biomass production between juvenile and adult consumers. We used the generic and more phenomenological model parameterisation (competitiveness is here modified with parameter q, scaling the relative ingestion rates of the life stages) to generalise these findings. When juveniles are competitively superior (same asymmetry as in the empirical model; Fig. 3a ; Appendix S1, Fig. S10 ) and predators feed predominantly on juveniles (c. 0.72 < p < c. 0.98), the effect of warming on community stability depends on the current temperature. This is because at low temperatures, warming initially stabilises the community but induces bistability with additional warming. Over the whole range of feeding preferences (p), there are three distinct parameter regions corresponding to different effects on food chain stability along the entire temperature axis: I) destabilising, II) stabilising followed by destabilising or III) stabilising (see arrows in Fig. 3) .
When adults are competitively superior (opposite asymmetry to empirical model) ( Fig. 3b) and juveniles are the energetic bottleneck in the population in the absence of predation, there is instead a potential for biomass overcompensation in the adult life stage. In this case, the system exhibits warminginduced bistability when the predator feeds on the adult life stage rather than the juvenile life stage. Hence, the effect of stage-specific predation on the stability and persistence response to warming is reversed when the asymmetry is ] Community composition P−C−R Bistable:
Effects of temperature on community structure depend on temperature scaling of maximum resource density (R max,T19 ) and whether metabolism scales with body size and temperature independently (c = 0) or interactively (c 6 ¼ 0) in the consumer (C) and predator (P). With warming, the tri-trophic food-chain changes from stable (white space), to exhibiting alternative stable states (orange space; with predators either present or absent), to being reduced to two trophic levels following predator extinction (dark orange space). The figure shows how the species composition and dynamics of the foodchain change with temperature and R max,T19 , given no (E Rmax ¼ 0) (a and c) or negative (E Rmax ¼ À0:43) (b and d) effects of temperature on R max,T19 , with independent (a and b) or interactive (c and d) effects of body size and temperature on metabolism. The predator feeds exclusively on juveniles (p = 1), all other parameters have default values (Appendix S1, Table S2 ).
reversed. This is shown in Fig. 3 , where persistence of an adult-specialised predator is more limited than a juvenile-specialised predator in warmer environments. This demonstrates that independent of the type of asymmetry in net biomass production between consumer stages, warming induces bistability in predators that feed selectively on the competitively inferior consumer stage.
DISCUSSION
Here we show that food dependence of life history processes, such as maturation and reproduction, and stage preference of predator feeding can explain previously unrecognised community-wide responses to warming, including alternative stable states due to emergent Allee affects, and both stabilisation and destabilisation of communities. These diverse community responses result from feedbacks between food, size and temperature dependence of individual performance and life history processes. Warming generally results in reduced potential for predator persistence and declines in average community body size. Importantly, predator persistence in warmer waters is determined by whether or not the predator feeds on the competitively superior life stage of the consumer. Our main results hold across a wide range of assumptions of temperature dependencies on maximum basal resource density (R max ), feeding and metabolism, and interactive effects of body size and temperature on metabolic rate. Much of the research on how temperature shapes population and community dynamics has focused on the role of relative temperature sensitivities of vital rates (Fussmann et al. 2014; Gilbert et al. 2014; Uszko et al. 2017 ). Our findings demonstrate that even under large variation in thermal sensitivities of vital rates, food-and size dependence of ecological interactions can determine the outcome of warming on community structure and dynamics. This study highlights the importance of size-based interactions and food-dependent life history processes for the energetic performance of individuals in changing climates, and how that translates to shifts in community dynamics and structure. The general prediction of reduced predator persistence with increasing temperatures corroborates earlier studies (Rall et al. 2010; Fussmann et al. 2014) . Moreover, the conditions that cause predators to decline, that is a combination of negative temperature dependence of maximum resource density, slower resource growth rates relative to feeding and metabolic rates, and reduced energetic efficiency of consumers and predators, have also been found in both terrestrial and aquatic systems (Vasseur & McCann 2005; Rall et al. 2010; Vucic-Pestic et al. 2011; O'Gorman et al. 2017) . Our novel finding is that predator declines with increasing temperatures are not always gradual, but can be sudden and collapses can occur at temperatures much lower than those that would cause starvation. This happens when warming induces bistability due to Allee effects, which emerge from feedbacks between individual performance and population size structure (De Roos & Persson 2002) , given food-dependent growthall of which are ubiquitous in natural food webs. Therefore, our results suggest that warming may expose predators to an additional, previously overlooked risk of collapse and/or impaired recovery potential in warmer environments. This increased risk could manifest itself in systems where strong interactions among and within species shape community size structure (the ------------------------------------►   ---------------------------------- Figure 3 Shifts in structure and stability with increasing temperature depend on the predators' feeding preference (p), current temperature and which life stage is competitively inferior and therefore limits growth of the consumer population. Shown here are results for the generic model parameterisation with added temperature dependence (Appendix S1, Table S7 and S8). Panel (a) is analogous to the empirical model used for Figs 1 and 2 (juveniles competitively superior) and in (b) adults are superior competitors. In grey regions all species in the food-chain exhibit stable population cycles, white corresponds to stable tri-trophic states, orange shows bistable regions where the food chain exhibits alternative stable states with predators being either extinct or abundant (here the lower temperature boundary of the region corresponds to the invasion boundary and the upper is the persistence boundary), and dark orange is the stable consumer-resource system where predators cannot persist. Roman numerals correspond to three distinct regions of predator feeding preference (p) that lead to different stability-temperature relationships with warming (indicated by arrows along the temperature axis): I) warming destabilises the food chain by inducing bistability (alternative stable states), II) warming initially stabilises the food chain by switching the state from limit cycles to fixed point dynamics but eventually induces bistability III) warming stabilises the food chain by replacing cyclic dynamics with fixed points. E Rmax ¼ À0:43, all other parameters have default values (Appendix S1, Table S7 and S8).
prerequisites for emergent Allee effects) as has been suggested for populations of Atlantic cod, brown trout and Arctic charr (De Roos & Persson 2002; Persson et al. 2007; van Leeuwen et al. 2008; G ardmark et al. 2015) . The model predicts nongradual declines in biomass when predators feed mainly on smaller consumers (or larger, if these limit consumer population growth). Such feeding behaviour has empirical support, for example in Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) (Jacobson et al. 2018) and Atlantic cod (van Leeuwen et al. 2008; G ardmark et al. 2015) . Thus, the model used here generally predicts lower persistence of predators in warmer environments, and importantly, that both predator densities and mean community body size do not necessarily decline gradually with temperature but can exhibit collapses. Recent studies have aimed to reconcile the diverse effects warming can have on community stability by deriving general principles based on the relative temperature-sensitivities of resource energetic efficiency (i.e. biomass gains vs losses) and resource carrying capacity (Vasseur & McCann 2005; Fussmann et al. 2014; Uszko et al. 2017 ). However, we do not know if these predictions apply to size-or stage-structured populations with individuals exhibiting food-dependent growth, development and reproduction. This is a key question to address, as both size variation within species and food dependence of development and reproduction are widespread in nature, and often govern ecological dynamics . We account for food dependence of growth, development and reproduction mechanistically, such that these processes depend on both interactions within and among species, and on direct physiological effects of warming. The model analyses suggest that for a predator feeding on both consumer life stages, warming shifts the community from exhibiting limit cycles to stable point dynamics, similar to findings in previous studies using models without stage-structure (Binzer et al. 2012; Sentis et al. 2017) . In contrast to models that do not account for stage-structure within populations, we show that the qualitative shifts in community structure and stability with increased temperatures are not primarily driven by the relative temperature dependence of energetic efficiency. Instead, we found that the effect of body size on competitive interactions within the consumer species and the effect of predation on them can determine the effects of warming on community structure and stability.
As the effects of temperature on performance tend to vary with body size or life stage, a single activation energy parameter cannot describe the entire temperature dependence of a given vital rate (Ohlberger et al. 2012; Lindmark et al. 2018) . Such interactive effects of temperature and body size are reflected in empirical patterns such as the temperature-size rule (TSR) (increased juvenile growth-or developmental rates but smaller adult body size in warmer environments) (Atkinson 1994), which is especially strong in aquatic environments (Forster et al. 2012; Horne et al. 2015) . Still, the implications of such temperature-size interactions for population and community dynamics are poorly understood (Lindmark et al. 2018) . Recent studies suggest that when the average body size of species declines with warming, stability, in terms of return times after perturbations, generally increases (Osmond et al. 2017) . Also, persistence of species in a food chain was found to increase when warming causes reductions in size, though this depends on the trophic level at which the reductions occur (Sentis et al. 2017) . Our approach to address temperature-size interactions differs from those previous studies, because we account for stage structure within species and do not assume temperature effects on body size based on empirical temperature-size patterns. Instead, we assess how the energetic performance of an individual of a specific size changes with temperature, based on the scaling of individual-level rates and species interactions. Thus, any changes in average body size within species or in the food chain emerge dynamically in our model. We find that predator persistence is always lower with temperature-size interactions that more negatively affect the energy budget of large individuals, compared to independent temperature and body size effects.
Within-species phenotypic variation is increasingly recognised as an important driver of ecological dynamics (Bolnick et al. 2011; Miller & Rudolf 2011; , and there is vast empirical evidence for size-dependent responses to warming (Atkinson 1994; Angilletta & Dunham 2003; P€ ortner & Farrell 2008) . Accordingly, warming should influence the outcome of size-dependent interactions. However, the ecological implications of within-species variation in the context of responses to global warming have been largely overlooked [but see (Ohlberger et al. 2011a; Lindmark et al. 2018) ]. Our results demonstrate that approaches based on species-averaged traits (such as mean body size) cannot accurately represent the full range of dynamics and shifts in community size or stage structure that warming can cause. We show that even simple stage structure within a population can result in unexpected community-level responses to rising temperatures, including alternative stable food web states and potential collapses of predators due to emergent Allee effects. Thus, feedbacks between food dependence of life history processes and population stage structure, both ubiquitous in natural food webs, can alter the effects of temperature on food web stability and species persistence.
